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La colección L.K. Bennett, es una colección de armazones 
para dama. Los detalles que la firma L.K. Bennett añade es 
un toque de lujo, mientras que las formas de los armazones 

es un una combinación entre moderno, sobrio y clásico 
para los diferentes estilos y gustos.



A timeless staple, this frame is the perfect addition to 
any look. The Tudor rose detailing on the tips adds a 
hint of luxury.

Eye size: 52mm
Bridge: 16mm
Temple: 135mm
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LKB003 is classic in shape and features a combination 
of metal and acetate. The colours are simple, yet 
elegant and easy to wear.

Eye size: 53mm
Bridge: 15mm
Temple: 135mm
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A playful frame with vibrant hues that draw attention to 
the eyes. Whilst the front radiates personality, the sleek 
metal temple with complementary acetate tips add a 
touch of elegance.

Eye size: 51mm
Bridge: 15mm
Temple: 140mm
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A beautifully proportioned rounded style, adorned with 
golden details. The black front paired with pearlised 
tort temples is a seamless blend, subtle enough that it 
would complement any look, whilst the blue front and 
vibrant tort frame is perfect for anyone looking for a 
more contemporary look.

Eye size: 50mm
Bridge: 16mm
Temple: 135mm
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A flattering style in deep maroon and vibrant red 
tortoise shell hues (C2) and a light tortoise shell front 
paired with contrasting soft taupe and black temples 
(C3). The golden L.K.Bennett branding and Tudor rose 
detailing enhances the frame’s distinctive feminine 
appearance.

Eye size: 49mm
Bridge: 16mm
Temple: 135mm
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The understated essence of this metal frame is 
enhanced by subtle grooves and gold detailing, to 
create a sleek and contemporary look.

Eye size: 52mm
Bridge: 15mm
Temple: 135mm
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A classic round eye frame with a modern keyhole 
bridge. Subtle gold branding offers a sophisticated 
finish. Available in three distinctive colourways.

Eye size: 46mm
Bridge: 20mm
Temple: 140mm
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This round eye metal fronted frame is finished off 
perfectly with a metal screw detail inspired by the 
hardware from the L.K.Bennett range of accessories.

Eye size: 51mm
Bridge: 15mm
Temple: 140mm
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An oversized round-eye, this frame remains feminine 
and delicate with refined gold detailing on the thin 
temples and on the front rivets.

Eye size: 51mm
Bridge: 19mm
Temple: 140mm
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Dazzle in this flattering cat eye shaped frame that 
exudes glamour. Colour 1 features a beautiful two tone, 
ombre effect acetate, whilst colour 3 is mottled with 
glittered mocha tones.

Eye size: 53mm
Bridge: 17mm
Temple: 135mm
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This chunky rounded rectangle frame is a great choice 
for most face shapes. The delicate gold branding adds a 
perfect finishing touch. 

Eye size: 53mm
Bridge: 16mm
Temple: 135mm
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A flattering shape that will suit most face shapes. 
Colour 3 has a beautiful layered crystal acetate front 
with a gradient effect.

Eye size: 50mm
Bridge: 16mm
Temple: 135mm
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A classic rectangular shape, this timeless frame features 
subtle gold temple detailing and an embossed logo that 
neatly finishes off the frame.

Eye size: 52mm
Bridge: 14mm
Temple: 135mm
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Inspired by the delicate, feminine detailing 
synonymous with L.K.Bennett, the temples of this 
frame almost resemble jewellery. The metal front adds 
an extra touch of sophistication.

Eye size: 52mm
Bridge: 17mm
Temple: 135mm
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The temples of this frame feature a laser engraved 
snake print that add a touch of character and texture.

Eye size: 49mm
Bridge: 16mm
Temple: 135mm
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Chic and understated, this classic rectangular frame 
beautifully complements the eyes. The colour palettes 
are carefully selected to create a harmonious balance 
between the metal fronts and acetate temples.

Eye size: 52mm
Bridge: 16mm
Temple: 135mm
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LKB022 features a harmonious blend of rich coloured 
acetate on the outside blending perfectly into 
tortoiseshell on the inside.

Eye size: 51mm
Bridge: 16mm
Temple: 135mm
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A modern, refined take on the classic round-eye 
shape. The elegant form makes this frame easy to 
wear, whilst the warm hues from the tortoiseshell 
acetate draw attention to the eyes.

Eye size: 51mm
Bridge: 19mm
Temple: 140mm
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